
HPA POPPER STORE
A must have for any popper fisherman.
Able to easily hold 20 poppers and still
have room for pliers and other terminal
tackle. Constructed of tarpaulin and
PVC, this bag is designed to withstand
tropical conditions. One of the easiest
ways to transport poppers to your
destination and keep them organized on
the boat. Famous HPA quality, 10 year
warranty.
No. Color

HPAPOPPERSTORE Grey

HPA BASS PACK PRO
Nylon side buckles for rod, or fly tube
attachment. Waterproof material. Zippers are
not 100% waterproof, but they are shielded
from the rain and spray. Reflective tape on
back and straps. Easy access gear pockets on
waist strap. Emergency Whistle integrated
into buckle. Available in grey only.
No. Color

HPABASSPACKPRO Grey

HPA DRY DUFFLE 90
Waterproof gear storage/expedition duffle
features removable padded straps and handles.
Can be worn as a backpack.
No. Color
HPADRYDUFFLE90-BLK Black
HPADRYDUFFLE90-ORA Orange

HPA DRY BACKPACK
Backpack is 100% Waterproof. medium capacity (22 liters) for all nautical
activities or equipment requiring protection against moisture boating, jet
skiing, kayaking, etc. Separate semi-dry pocket on the front (for keys,
phone, GPS, etc.). Adjustable padded shoulder straps, padded back,
adjustable waist strap. Ideal capacity for an SLR with multiple objectives.
Full yassembled without sewing seams HF. Available in orange or grey.
No. Color
HPADRYBACKPACK-ORA Orange
HPADRYBACKPACK-GRY Grey

HPA VERTICLE JIG BAG
This bag can be carried by hand, over
the shoulder or even on your belt. The
interior is fully adjustable for carrying
lures, tools and terminal tackle. A knife
can also be strapped to the top of this
bag for easy access. Bag comes with two
6-slot inserts and one 3-slot insert.
No. Color
HPALEDUDEBAG Grey

HPA JIG STORE 
(FLAT JIG BAG)
The HPA Jig Store/Flat Jig Bag has 18
pockets which can easily hold 36 jigs
up to 15.5" long. The bag is
constructed of heavy duty PVC. It has
a pocket for hooks, split rings, etc. Bag
is very slim at about 1" thick.
No. Color
HPAJIGSTORE Orange

HPA TOOL POUCH
The HPA Tool Pouch was created to
gather all the necessary tools to fishing,
tinkering on the boat (including the
masthead) or emergencies. Made of
PVC coated fabric, fitted with steel
eyelets for drainage of water, Tool
Pouch is ultra-strong and can be worn
on a belt through the two large loops
on the back. Two large flat pockets for
pliers or other tools (screwdrivers, etc.).
Pocket multitool, lamp or knife, elastic
loops and rings to secure tools.
Reflective tape on the front.
No. Color
HPATOOLPOUCH Grey


